New mowers from John Deere

John Deere's new 1435 and 1445 front mowers deliver increased standards of traction, manoeuvrability, comfort and productivity for all commercial applications. They are based on a durable, high strength, tubular steel frame, with cast iron front and rear axles and rear bumpers, heavy duty dual hydraulic cylinders, long life steel mower decks and an award winning composite hood design.

Replacing the F735 and F1145 machines, the 1435 and 1445 feature a more powerful Yanmar liquid cooled diesel engine at 24 and 31 gross hp respectively.

A foot activated suff lock gives extra traction on hillside and in slippery conditions. The mower's lower centre of gravity and wider wheelbase, as well as the mechanical four wheel drive - standard on the 1445 model, and optional on the 1435 provide increased stability and traction in both forward and reverse. Dual drive wheels are optional.

Increased productivity is provided by the exclusive rear clear trimming feature on 1.82m deck models, which allows the steered wheels to stay within the path cut by the front mower deck. A patent pending air intake system allows air to enter from the rear and side of the mower, also contributing to lower sound levels and giving less build-up of debris. An integral two post ROPS is standard equipment, and can be folded down for moving under low hanging trees, for example. Options include hydraulic weight transfer and cruise control, a rear hitch and hard or soft cabs; heavy duty attachments include a 1.19m snow blower, 1.37m front blade and 1.52m rotary broom.

For full technical details and specifications, please contact your local John Deere dealer.

Blooming marvellous mix from Advanta Seeds

Advanta Seeds has introduced a new 100% wild flower mixture into its MM and Designer amenity ranges. The 'corn field annual mix' has been designed specifically for the UK market and is based on the tried and tested 'blooming marvellous' mix used in hops yards and vineyards worldwide.

Over 50% of the mix is cornflower and corn chamomile, and includes meadows might look if left to grow wild, such as cockle, corn marigold, common poppy, red campion, corn violet, corn poppy, corn cockle, corn chamomile and cornflower. There is also 20% of wild flowers such as cornfield heliotrope, yellow rattle, common vetch, red campion, harebell, bluebell and pulsatilla. The balance of the mixture is composed of a wide range of hardy wild flowers such as bird's foot trefoil, alpine clover, meadow buttercup, ox eye daisy, meadow sedge, meadow foxtail and bistort.

Advanta recommends that this product is sown in early August to mid September. The seed should be spread evenly across the soil. Mixing one part seed with four parts dry sand will make this easier. After light raking the seed should be firm in by treading or rolling - followed by watering with a fine spray if conditions are dry. The area should be kept well watered and free from unwanted plants until the mixture is established.

For further information tel: 01949 860491

Carving out a niche market

www.postcarving.co.uk's range of carved tops includes an intricately designed golf ball, ideal for tee marks or perimeter fencing. One of nine intricate designs, the golf balls are available in pine or beech and are supplied with a threaded dowel for fixing. They can be treated, stained or painted, to become an individual addition to golf courses and surroundings.

Other designs include owls, horses, hounds and frogs, mushrooms, acorns or pineapples. Purchasers can be made from the company website.

For further information tel: 01274 732 861

 Kawasaki's latest pumps tackle the dirtiest of waters

Two new models have been introduced to Kawasaki Commercial Products' pump line-up with the introduction of a brace of trash pumps.

Targeted principally at the construction, utilities and other commercial sectors, the arrival of the KWS20-A and KWS30-A dirty water pumps takes the number of Kawasaki models available to the UK market to six.

The 2" and 3" outlet, semi-trash, centrifugal, self priming models are available to the market after being introduced to Kawasaki's UK dealer network in March.

As with all Kawasaki pumps, the two newcomers are engineered to a high specification offering exceptional levels of performance, durability and reliability. An impressive FE OHV, four-stroke heavy duty engine features a large muffler for quieter operation while a larger capacity fuel tank also extends periods of operation. For heavy working environments, a full-frame provides protection for the water outlets and controls while a specially designed mechanical seal on the PTO shaft improves durability. A superior discharge capacity is maintained by a super-duty impeller design.

Discharge rates for the 2" and 3" trash pumps are 750 and 1000 litres a minute respectively.

For further information tel: 01285 643756

Greenkeeper International takes a look at the very latest products and services available from the fine turf industry
Kubota get tough with ride-ons

New from Kubota for the 2001 grass-cutting season is the G2160 ride-on mid mower, ruggedly built to withstand the toughest professional use.

Powered by a low noise, low emissions 21hp diesel engine, the G2160 is the first in a new line of heavy-duty ride-on mowers from Kubota. Key features include speed-sensitive power-assisted steering, high capacity hydrostatic transmission and a pressed steel ladder frame chassis which provides exceptional strength and torsional stability.

A choice of 1.22m and 1.57m side-discharge mid mower decks is offered, both having shaft and twin vee-belt drive and hydraulic lift and lower. Cutting height can be varied from 25mm to 100mm by means of a hand dial beneath the driving seat. When mowing has been completed, the G2160's high power output and commercial build quality enable it to be used to tow suitably-matched implements such as a trailer, turf scarifier or leaf overseeder, extending the machine's year-round versatility. The mower deck can be fitted or removed by one person in minutes.

Driven from the engine, the hydrostatic transmission (HST) system produces infinitely-variable travel speeds in forward or reverse up to a maximum of almost 10mph. Operating performance is enhanced by the large capacity HST unit, which helps keep oil temperature low, and the gear final-drive which ensures that power is transmitted positively and smoothly to the rear wheels.

Available now for demonstrations nation-wide, the Kubota G2160 is ideal for maintaining amenity and commercial grass in public and private parks and estates as well as roadside verges, golf courses and larger gardens.

Get totally tropical with Tonick

The new, tropical strength, two wire decoder from Tonick Watering is designed for use in the Tropics and incorporates the most effective lightning protection currently available.

Developed from a proven technique used in another industry, the lighting protection is uniquely afforded to remote solenoids up to 800 metres away; decoder clusters can therefore also be used to replace old satellites.

Designed to last at least 10 years, this ruggedly constructed decoder benefits to installations in both tropical and other locations. Earth stakes are not required and this reduces cost and installation time. The five year warranty extends to lightning strike.

A low cost programmer can be used for quick, simple address setting and testing before installation. This address can be reprogrammed if necessary. The Tropical Strength decoder is available from nearly all independent irrigation installers.

Powerful thatch remover from Sisis

The new SISIS Rotorake 600 is a superb thatch remover for regular routine use when used at a shallow setting, this powerful, heavy-duty machine also has the capability to work deeper when required. With a maximum working depth of 45mm, severe thatch problems, increasingly common with climatic changes and some of the newer species of grasses, can now be controlled with ease. A range of interchangeable reels is available for year-round use, including a heavy duty reel of extra-durable blades for deep scarification.

When used at maximum depth the Rotorake 600 retains the finesse of the SISIS AutoRotorake and leaves a clean cut groove.

Allman's latest addition not shrouded in secrecy

Allman has introduced a six metre "Dr. Allmaster" Shrouded Boom. This lightweight boom shroud is available as an add on kit for all hydraulic or electric folding six metre Allman booms, which makes it easy to fit to existing machines operating in the field.

With the increasing pressure to protect the environment and meet the growing demands to control and maintain high quality turf, Allmans now offer a system which will help to maximise the window of opportunity to enable greenkeepers and amenity spraying contractors to carry out spraying. Prices for 6 metre boom shrouds kits start from £1,181.00 + VAT.

Please send your latest product release notes or press releases to: The Editor, Greenkeeper International, BIGGA HOUSE, Aldwark, Aine, York Y061 1UF

The right is reserved to edit submissions before publication. Opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the Association. No responsibility is accepted for such content, advertising or product information which may appear.

For further information tel: 01844 268111

For further information tel: 01269 832325

For further information tel: 01245 930300

For further information tel: 01245 - 512511
Tel 01291-625186 Fax 01291-625185
www.geosynthetic.co.uk
Tel: 01206 262676 Fax: 01206 262998
E-mail: sales@geosynthetic.co.uk
SERVICES
Tel/Fax: 01829 720280
• Prices on request
• Aerosol Applicators
• 750ml Aerosols with a selection of colours
• Transfer wheel applicators
• Ready to use line marking paint

TRADITIONAL METHODS USED
MOLE
• Ponds • Lakes • Reservoirs
Lake Construction/Liners
AQUALINE
Liner Specialists
• Ponds • Lakes • Reservoirs
• Water features
Free survey and advisory service available. For further assistance contact Richard Thomas
Tel 01291-625186 Fax 01291-625185
www.geosynthetic.co.uk
Tel: 01206 262676 Fax: 01206 262998
E-mail: sales@geosynthetic.co.uk
SERVICES
Tel/Fax: 01829 720280
• Prices on request
• Aerosol Applicators
• 750ml Aerosols with a selection of colours
• Transfer wheel applicators
• Ready to use line marking paint

TRADITIONAL METHODS USED
MOLE
• Ponds • Lakes • Reservoirs
Lake Construction/Liners pH Control
STRANCO PRODUCTS
pH control and dosing systems for your irrigation water, for improved turf quality.
For nationwide installation, commissioning, service or advice, please contact us at:-
STRANCO PRODUCTS
Priory Works, Tadworth, Surrey KT20 1QL
Tel: 07702 354588 Fax: 01737 354722
Sports Netting
TILDENET
• TARGET GREENS
• ANTI-BALL PLUGGING NETS
• PADDED & NET BAY DIVIDERS
• BUNKER MEMBRANE
• PERIMETER FENCING
• BALL-STOP NET
• ANTI-DAZZLE NETTING

Top Dressings
BANKS AMENITY PRODUCTS LTD
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF
FENDRESSGREENTOPTM & FENDRESSTM TOP DRESSINGS
SUPERIOR, CONSISTENT TOP DRESSINGS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES
TEL: 01484 684844
FINETURF PRODUCTS
TEL: 01375 361606
FINETURF PRODUCTS

Railway Sleepers
LAUNSDACPING GRADE SCRAPED HARDWOOD SELECTED BEST QUALITY PRICES
ALSO
COCKLESHALE PATH MEDIA
BULK LOADS — DISCOUNTED PRICES
FINETURF PRODUCTS
TEL: 01375 361606

RAILWAY SLEEPERS
TEL: 01302 866076 TEL: 01302 866547
• WE WILL BEAT ANY OFFER!
• DELIVERY TO YOUR SITE
• MORE THAN 20,000 TONNES ON SITE
www.sleepers-supplies.co.uk

RAILWAY SLEEPERS
TEL: 01302 880676 TEL: 01302 866547
• WOODEN AND CONCRETE SLEEPERS
• BEST PRICED ON ALL GRADING AND SIZES
• CROSSING TIMBERS, TELEGRAPH POLES
• NEW AND SECONDHAND
• A QUALITY ASSURED COMPANY
• NATIONAL DELIVERY
THOUSANDS IN STOCK
Tel: 01302 365222 Fax: 01302 341691
TRACKWORK LTD
www.trackwork.co.uk & www.sleeper-supplies.co.uk
Email: sales@trackwork.co.uk
Trenchers
AF TRENCHERS LTD
Tel: 01759 311811 Fax: 01759 310888
E-mail: sales@trenchers.co.uk
Web site: www.trenchers.co.uk
• Manufacturers of trenching machines
• Specifically designed for sports turf
• Digging chain and high performance slitting wheel combinations available for compact tractors
• Larger trenching machines/slitting wheels for tractors up to 120hp
• Various backfilling equipment

WATERPROOFING SERVICES
POND & LAKE LINING SPECIALISTS
CONTACT US ON
TEL: 01249 655539 FAX: 01249 655103
EMAIL: info@waterproofingservices.com

SPORTSCOURTS
UK Limited
Suppliers of all line marking materials-
• Ready to use line marking paint
• Transfer wheel applicators
• 750ml Aerosols with a selection of colours
• Aerosol Applicators
• Prices on request
Tel: 01327 340333 Fax: 01327 341053
Email: info@sportscourts.co.uk

Line Marking
SportsCourts
UK Limited
Suppliers of all line marking materials-
• Ready to use line marking paint
• Transfer wheel applicators
• 750ml Aerosols with a selection of colours
• Aerosol Applicators
• Prices on request
Tel: 01327 340333 Fax: 01327 341053
Email: info@sportscourts.co.uk

Machinery
Grass Machinery
Large selection of new and second hand turf maintenance
Machinery in stock.
FREE DELIVERY IN UK.
Warranty given. Also interested in purchasing surplus machines.
Tel/Fax: 01829 720280
Mobile: 0378 063418

Mole Control
MOLE CONTROL
TRADITIONAL METHODS USED
North of England covered
Call Arrest-A-Pest
Tel: 01484 684844

Root Zone
BANKS AMENITY PRODUCTS LTD
FENDRESS™ ROOTZONE TO USGA ECONOMY ROOTZONE DIVOT MIXES
FOR A COMPLETE INQUIRY CALL
01829 646366 / 439003

Grass Machinery
Grass Machinery
Large selection of new and second hand turf maintenance
Machinery in stock.
FREE DELIVERY IN UK.
Warranty given. Also interested in purchasing surplus machines.
Tel/Fax: 01829 720280
Mobile: 0378 063418

Mole Control
MOLE CONTROL
TRADITIONAL METHODS USED
North of England covered
Call Arrest-A-Pest
Tel: 01484 684844

Root Zone
BANKS AMENITY PRODUCTS LTD
FENDRESS™ ROOTZONE TO USGA ECONOMY ROOTZONE DIVOT MIXES
FOR A COMPLETE INQUIRY CALL
01829 646366 / 439003

Nationwide Vertidrain Hire
SELF OPERATED OR WITH OPERATOR
TRACTOR WITH 1.6m £500 PER WEEK
TRACTOR WITH 2m £700 PER WEEK
TEL: 01522 869100
www.countygrass.co.uk

Classification continued
June 2001 Greenkeeper International 45
Any member who has found themselves out of work as a direct result of the Foot and Mouth Outbreak may wish to log on at home, to the BIGGA website, and access all of the latest jobs available in the fine turf industry. Also, if a member is looking for employment, their advert will appear in this database for prospective employers to read.

For greens, tees, fairways and sportsgrounds

SEND ORDER FORM TO:
Jennifer Whichello, Cheryl Broomhead or Meredith Foster, Greenkeeper International, BIGGA HOUSE, Aldwark, Alne, York YO61 1UF, or fax the form to us on 01932 565097. Please print clearly, and keep your entry to under 100 words.

Mr G.T. Kirkpatrick, Honorary Secretary, Cosby Golf Club, Chapel Lane, Cosby, Leicester, LE9 1RG

Gerrards Cross Golf Club

require a

DEPUTY HEAD GREENKEEPER

The ideal applicant will be an experienced greenkeeper qualified in all aspects of golf course management, with some supervision or team management experience.

The successful applicant will be joining a keen and hardworking team and will contribute to the development of that team and the day to day management and development of the course.

Remuneration will be commensurate with experience and will include a pension. Consideration may be given to some financial support for accommodation.

Applications in writing, with full curriculum vitae, are invited and should be addressed to:

The Secretary/Manager, Gerrards Cross Golf Club, Chalfont Park, Gerrards Cross, Bucks SL9 0QA.
Closing date: 20th June 2001.

The post involves being responsible for managing a young and enthusiastic team and preparing the course not only to satisfy the members high expectations but for prestigious county events and matches held at the club.

An applicant should not only have the necessary technical qualifications for the post but demonstrate an ability to motivate and lead a small team. The club requires a person with a strong desire and ability to be closely involved in the ideas and planning of the continuing development of the course as well as supervising the carrying out of the actual work.

The salary will be negotiated based upon experience and qualifications. A letter of application should be accompanied by a full current CV and the names of two suitable referees and sent to:

Mr G.T. Kirkpatrick, Honorary Secretary, Cosby Golf Club, Chapel Lane, Cosby, Leicester, LE9 1RG

If you didn’t already know, BIGGA upload all recruitment advertising from the pages of Greenkeeper International to coincide with the launch of each issue. Many Greenkeeper members have found the online recruitment section to be of great benefit, particularly if they have left their magazine at work! They can simply log on at home, to the BIGGA website, and access all of the latest jobs available in the fine turf industry. Also, if a member is looking for employment, their advert will appear in this database for prospective employers to read.

Any member who has found themselves out of work as a direct result of the Foot and Mouth Outbreak may wish to log on at home, to the BIGGA website, and access all of the latest jobs available in the fine turf industry. Also, if a member is looking for employment, their advert will appear in this database for prospective employers to read.

New Zealand trained golf course superintendent seeks position as construction or maintenance superintendent in UK or Europe. Twelve years industry experience includes:- complete construction and grow in responsibilities on warm and cool season turfgrasses. Operational set-up and design of new facility. Experience with clubs ranging from 18-36 holes, private and resort in New Zealand and Asia. Current qualifications include New Zealand Trade Certificate in Horticulture and Amenity Turf (Golf Course).
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FREE online Job Shop Ads!
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Recruitment

Marketing Directors

Could you maximise your company's online presence for your primary target audience?

BIGGA's online statistics have revealed the most viewed area on our website to be the recruitment section. Regularly receiving an average of 1,355 individual user session visits every month, this area of the BIGGA website has, in fact, received over 12,220 individual user session visits since its' relaunch just 9 months ago.

Opportunities now exist for creative, forward thinking professionals to utilise their knowledge and skills to implement a strong marketing presence within this rapidly expanding commercial area. We are looking for candidates who can see the long-term potential of building strong links with the Association, and understand the importance of targeted marketing. Previous experience of handling advertising budgets is desirable.

Attractive financial packages will be dependent on experience, but monthly sponsorship rates for successful candidates will start at £400 per single month sponsorship, rising to £1,000 following a successful 3 month sponsorship period.

Benefits will include: Your 'brand' being associated with a proven market-leader; The ability to entice more than 1,355 potential online customers to your site every month; Increased traffic to your site.

For further information please surf to: [www.bigga.org.uk/opportunities.html](http://www.bigga.org.uk/opportunities.html)

For an application form, please contact Jennifer Whichello on 01347 833800 or email jennifer@bigga.co.uk

All applications will be treated in the strictest confidence. Closing date for applications: August 14, 2001

---

EALING GOLF CLUB

HEAD GREENKEEPER

Ealing Golf Club is an 18 hole, 6216 yard par 70 course situated on the outskirts of West London alongside the A40. A programme of course improvements is due to start this autumn and the successful applicant will be expected to manage the course enhancements.

The position requires an outstanding candidate, hard-working and self motivated with the necessary supervisory skills to lead a team in all aspects of maintenance and development of the course.

The successful candidate must possess the following qualifications:

- A proven ability to prepare and monitor budgets, inventories, expenditure, and work schedules. A sound knowledge of Health & Safety regulations.
- A strong working knowledge of all modern golf course management practices, with the ability to train, motivate and direct staff.

Please apply in writing, including a full CV to:

The Secretary/General Manager, Ealing Golf Club, Perivale, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 8SS

Closing date for applications 31 July 2001

---

AREA SALES MANAGER

WE ARE A LEADING TURFCARE DISTRIBUTOR AND WE ARE LOOKING FOR THE BEST SALES PROFESSIONALS IN THE BUSINESS

You must:
- Be BASIS qualified
- Have at least five years experience in the turf and amenities trade
- Possess a solid sales background and understanding of the amenities market
- Be ambitious, hard working and able to cope with meeting targets
- Be organised and able to manage accounts and prospects in your area to achieve an increased market share
- Be able to strengthen relationships and understand customer requirements

We will offer you:
- A new challenge
- Unrivalled remuneration package
- The ultimate product portfolio
- Company Car
- Company pension scheme
- Private health care

Positions currently available in the South and South West of England

Please send a covering letter and your C.V. to:

DMC Chartered Accountants, Yew Tree House, Lewes Road, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5AA

DMC are acting on behalf of a client and your application will be treated in the strictest confidence
Recruitment

WINDMILL VILLAGE HOTEL, GOLF & LEISURE CLUB

Require a

FIRST ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER

Must have relevant qualifications and a minimum of 4 years experience. Current position held would be an advantage.

Send full C.V. and supporting information to;

Course Manager, Windmill Village Hotel, Golf and Leisure Club,
Birmingham Road, Allesley, Coventry CV5 9AL.
Tel: 024 76 40 40 40

PORTUGAL'S LARGEST LUXURY GOLF AND BEACH RESORT IN THE ALGARVE REQUIRES:

GREENKEEPING STAFF

To work alongside with the local greenkeepers in top class golf courses at Vale do Lobo. The ideal job for someone who wants to work in the sun in an International/Portuguese environment for a minimum period of one year.

Experience in golf course maintenance and knowledge of modern machinery is essential.

Please Fax C.V. to 00 351 289 353230 or e-mail to: margarida@etvdla.pt

VALE DO LOBO, RTL, S.A. 8135 - 864 VALE DO LOBO, ALGARVE, PORTUGAL

WINDMILL VILLAGE HOTEL, GOLF & LEISURE CLUB

RECRUITMENT

FIRST ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER

Must have relevant qualifications and a minimum of 4 years experience. Current position held would be an advantage.

Send full C.V. and supporting information to;

Course Manager, Windmill Village Hotel, Golf and Leisure Club,
Birmingham Road, Allesley, Coventry CV5 9AL.
Tel: 024 76 40 40 40

PORTUGAL'S LARGEST LUXURY GOLF AND BEACH RESORT IN THE ALGARVE REQUIRES:

GREENKEEPING STAFF

To work alongside with the local greenkeepers in top class golf courses at Vale do Lobo. The ideal job for someone who wants to work in the sun in an International/Portuguese environment for a minimum period of one year.

Experience in golf course maintenance and knowledge of modern machinery is essential.

Please Fax C.V. to 00 351 289 353230 or e-mail to: margarida@etvdla.pt

VALE DO LOBO, RTL, S.A. 8135 - 864 VALE DO LOBO, ALGARVE, PORTUGAL

LOUTH GOLF CLUB

Requires an experienced greenkeeper must have NVQ 1 & 2 also it would be an advantage to have PA1, PA2, and PA6 qualifications.

Apply with full C.V. to

Mr M Covey, Louth Golf Club,
Crowtree Lane, Louth, Lincs LN11 9LJ

WREKIN GOLF CLUB LTD

Require an

ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER

Applicants should possess NVQII and relevant spraying qualifications. Must have a minimum of 2 years experience and have a sound knowledge of modern Greenkeeping methods.

Application and full C.V. to;

D. Briscoe, Secretary/Manager, Wrekin Golf Club,
Ercall Woods, Wellington, Telford TF6 5BX

Burhill Golf Centres Limited

The Burhill Group has recently expanded its portfolio of Golf Centres to seven with the acquisition of Wycombe Heights (36 holes and driving range) and Abbey Hill (27 holes and driving range). We are seeking two suitably qualified and experienced staff to fill key roles in raising the quality of both sites.

HEAD GREENKEEPER

Abbey Hill Golf Centre, Milton Keynes

DEPUTY HEAD GREENKEEPER

Wycombe Heights Golf Centre, High Wycombe

Both positions will be challenging and require dedication, leadership, vision and the ability to manage resources. In return we will provide you with an attractive package, excellent resources and the support available from a progressive company

If you wish to be considered for either of these exciting opportunities, please apply in writing with full C.V. including current salary to:

Mr B Taylor (Regional Operations Manager), Burhill Golf Centres Ltd,
Burhill, Walton on Thames, Surrey KT12 4BX

Closing date for applications 25 June 2001

PACHESHAM PARK

GOLFCENTRE

FIRST ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER REQUIRED

Applications are invited for this vacant position to work alongside existing Head Greenkeeper, past experience necessary and qualifications in spraying and chemical usage. PA1, PA2 and PA6. Starting salary £14,000 to £16,000 for normal working week depending on experience, some weekend work required, with overtime, can accommodate on a temporary basis.

Please send C.V. and covering letter to;

Phil Fillary, Head Greenkeeper, Pachesham Park Golf Centre,
Oaklawn Road, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 0BT
or tel: 07703 716867 for further details

INSTALLATION/SERVICE ENGINEER

Hunter Grinders Ltd is a leading manufacturer of mower grinding equipment. We require an Installation/Service Engineer to meet the increasing demand for our products. The candidate needs to be a competent engineer, hard working and self-motivated, with an ability to communicate at all levels. He/she will need to be flexible, as the position involves travelling to most areas of the UK and also requires some overseas work.

The successful applicant must possess the following qualifications:

Current driving licence
Knowledge of grass-cutting equipment
Engineering qualification or proven hands-on engineering experience
Ability to work unsupervised

As a rapidly expanding company, opportunities for further promotion and job development exist for enthusiastic and ambitious members of our team.

Please apply in writing including full C.V. to: The Personnel Department, Hunter Grinders Ltd, Delta Works, Hobson Industrial Estate, Burnagefield, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE16 6EA
Today, the sports industry is one of the fastest growing industries. It is essential that surfaces on which sports are played remain in outstanding condition. Our flexible training programme addresses the business and technical skills required to achieve the high quality sports facilities of tomorrow:

- Our ten, two week short courses are available individually and provide training in specific areas such as "Sports Surface Playability", "Mechanisation for Sports Surfaces" or "Irrigation and Drainage".

Successfully complete all ten, together with a research project which can be carried out at your own sports venue and you will be awarded an MSc in Sports Surface Technology. You can take up to five years to complete the course.

Our MSc in Sports Surface Technology is also available as a one-year full-time course. Apply now for entry in October 2001.

Endorsed by The Institute of Groundsmanship and supported by top national and international sporting organisations, this qualification will enhance your future career and salary prospects.

For further details please contact Kathy Graves, Student Enquiries, Cranfield University, Silsoe, Bedford MK45 4DT
Tel: 01525 863319 Fax: 01525 863399
Email: StudentEnquiries.silsoe@cranfield.ac.uk

---

**CHIPPING SODBURY GOLF CLUB**

**GREENKEEPER**

NVQ 1 and 2 qualified, spraying certificate an advantage. At least 3 years experience in similar position. The successful candidate will be well motivated, conscientious and able to work as part of a team.

Apply by 25th June 2001, in writing with full CV to:
The Secretary Manager, Chipping Sodbury Golf Club
Chipping Sodbury, Bristol, BS37 6PL

---

**SAND MARTINS GOLF CLUB**

- **Deputy Head Greenkeeper**
  Applicants should be self-motivated and hold the relevant qualifications. Have experience in all aspects of golf course management with sound knowledge of modern machinery and the maintenance of it. A golfer would be an advantage and spraying certification is essential.

- **Qualified Assistant Greenkeeper**
  Applicants should be qualified to NVQ level 2 with relevant experience and knowledge in modern greenkeeping practices.

Please apply in writing, enclosing a full CV and stating the position applied for to:
Head Greenkeeper, Sand Martins Golf Club
Finchampstead Road, Wokingham, Berks, RG40 3RQ

---

**MERE GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB**

**GREENKEEPERS**

People with the relevant qualifications in the following area to help us maintain our high quality service level.

- **GREENKEEPERS**
  We are an IIP recognised employer and welcome team workers

Contact Personnel & Training on 01565 830 155

---

**HEYDON GRANGE**

**HEAD GREENKEEPER**

Young, enthusiastic and conscientious. Must be qualified and experienced with a spraying qualification. Knowledge of machinery maintenance (John Deere) and irrigation systems (Toro) an advantage. One bedroom flat available - other accommodation can be arranged.

Please apply in writing with CV to the owner:

Mr J Akhtar, Heydon Grange Golf and Country Club, Heydon, Royston, Hertfordshire SG8 7NS
Fax 01763 208926

---

**SUNNINGDALE GOLF CLUB**

**ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER**

Assistant Greenkeeper required with a minimum of three years experience (to NVQ 2). Rate of pay to appropriate BIGGA scale, plus staff bonus. No accommodation is available.

Please apply in writing to:
Course Manager, Sunningdale Golf Club, Ridgemount Road, Sunningdale, Berkshire SL5 9RR.
What a fickle bunch

As I mentioned last month I was due to pay a visit to the South West and South Wales Region which has been particularly badly affected by the Foot and Mouth Outbreak. Well I made the trip, which took in a Regional Heath and Safety course held at Bude and North Cornwall Golf Club, and I was delighted to have the chance to say a few words and offer a sympathetic ear in support of those who have been particularly badly hit. I was impressed by the manner in which the greenkeepers I met are facing up to this immensely difficult situation and passed on the thoughts and good wishes of their colleagues in other parts of the country.

I was certainly pleased to have been able to make the trip and it also gave me a chance to see the work of Richard Whyman and his team at Bude and North Cornwall Golf Club. It hadn't been affected by the FMD, in fact it had seen quite a lot of play, and despite a hard winter it was in good condition. You could see that Richard and the team had obviously been busy through the winter.

Moving on to other matters, I was delighted to hear of the excellent response to the R&A funded survey which had been circulated by Mike Williamson. It is by your taking part in such projects that we on the Board of Management get a feeling for how well the Association is working and I certainly appreciate the constructive criticisms and observations that I have already seen coming out of the survey. You can be assured that these will be considered and discussed at the next Board of Management meeting.

At this time of year, when we are getting well into the season there is a greater emphasis on presentation and the need for our machines to be working to their best capability is important. With that in mind I have been pleased to see on my visits round the country members who have given up valuable time over a Bank Holiday to take part. As I drove past Epson Downs, which is one of the highest profile events on the golfing calendar. Their effort is certainly appreciated at Walton Heath.

I feel that every day you don't have enough to have one of the best mechanisms and his work is truly invaluable. With my greenkeeper hat on I've often considered collecting together samples of sand and presenting them to the membership so they can make up their own minds on what they want. Talking about fickleness brings me nicely to the weather. Having endured the wettest winter in our or anybody else's lifetime I've been talking with colleagues in the south east and we reckon it's now too dry and wouldn't mind a little bit of water.

The point was brought home to me as I drove past Epson Downs, which will host the Derby in a few weeks time, and just a touch of the real stuff would be welcome at the moment. I feel that every day you don't have much water as

Clive Osgood
If you are employed as a greenkeeper, at college studying greenkeeping, or involved in any way with the fine turf industry, then BIGGA membership could benefit you. To find out more about membership, fill in this card and send it to us today.

Yes, I'm interested in joining BIGGA. Please send me details of:

- Greenkeeper Membership
- Associate/Company Membership
- Corporate Membership
- Student Membership

Subscription includes magazine
Subscription includes 4 magazines
Subscription includes magazine
Subscription includes magazine
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BIGGA HOUSE
Aldwark
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York
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